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Tilak spent most of his life and writing poetry and was considered the torchbearer of Telugu
literature as an advocate of social reform. He wrote a masterpiece Prabhatamu Sandhya, a collection
of poems that further lead him to the fold of the literary giants. The story delves into the lives of old
men and their destiny in retirement. The story places the protagonist in an empty space surrounded
by water, engulfed by the beauty of nature, living an uncomplicated life, full of joy in the company of
the universe. This is a story of a life, filled with selflessness, compassion, in tune with the elements,
and with unquestioned acceptance of things as they are. Most of the works of Balagangadhara Tilak
are translated in English. Some of the best-known poets include Nabaneeta Dev Sen, Madan Mohan
Malaviya, Vijaya Naidu, and D.V. Sadasivan. He was a part of the two streams of poetry, the romantic
and the proletarian. His short stories were influenced by the works of Maxim Gorky and Rabindranath
Tagore. Notable works include Kachiguda (En Adhigraho) (Poem), Kuveni (Pantomime),
Bhujangayude Veena Desam (Full Text), Vedavulladu (Play), Narayana (Story), Pralayanam (Play),
Bhava Kalpam (Poetry), Nayabam (Play), Nagaram (Play), Kanya (Play), Duvvukkunti (poetry), Pillayil
Oru Vizhiyile (Play), Annamayya Jodo (Play), Suryavamsam (Play), Seethamma Vakitlo Sirikiyam
(Play), Kristhichaituttam (Play), Chandabhagam (Play), Raghupathi Raghava (Play), Nuvve Anuvve
Preetige (Poetry), Sri Ramakrishna Viveka (Poetry), and Srudyavadivideyo (Poetry).
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